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NOKTH AMEKICAN REYIEW. 
No. CCCXLVni. 

NOVEMBER, 1885. 

THE PROGRESS OF DEMOCRACY IN EUROPE. 

Coktinekts are like nations, as nations are like individuals. 

They have their own intellectual and moral character as well as 
their physical idiosyncrasies. To deny the ministry and the end 
fulfilled in course of time by these great portions of earth's expanse 
is to shut one's eyes to truth. Asia may be called, from its historic 

character, the continent of castes and of changeless empires ; Africa 
is the neutral ground between Asiatic and European countries, for 

which reason its Eygpt is so like Babylonia, India, and Persia, on 
the one hand, and like Greece and Kome on the other. Europe is 
the continent in which culture, born of Asia and carried by Afri 
can propaganda, that is by Egypt and Carthage, concentrated it 

self, manifesting the spirit of humanity there for many ages and 
with more terrible turmoil than among any other peoples. No 
other races in all history had the same advantages, because of not 

surviving to see the days of the Kenaissance and the Eeformation. 

Finally, when history seemed about to be completed and conscience 
was at last set free, appeared the American continent, which we 

may truly call the continent of the future, because of its liberty, 
its democracy, and its republics ; and which, perhaps to-morrow, 

when the new frontiers of civilization, Oce?nica and Australia, 
vol. cxLi.?no. 348. 28 
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have become more intellectually and morally developed, may be 
for these peoples all that Europe has been for America. None 
can know what new shapes human societies will take in their pro 
gressive development, and what aspect the universal spirit will 
assume when it has incarnated through laws and institutions all 
the ideas unmasked by the genius of science, and scattered them 
broadcast as though by spiritual communion among future 

peoples. 
We must not set aside the historical character superimposed by 

the ages upon the continents, if we desire to understand the evolu 
tion in their midst, of an element like democracy. By democra 
cies we mean those societies in which the members have equal lib 

erties, and equal participation, direct or delegated, in the govern 
ment. Of course societies so advanced are not apparent, except in 
the fullness of times greatly enlightened by religion or by science. 
The ancient world was never fully democratic, because its very de 
mocracies rested upon a basis so contrary to all equality as slavery. 
Yet the relatively republican and democratic peoples of antiquity, 
in spite of this cancer in the vitals, gave to man in times long past 
his greatest honors, his brightest radiance of spirit. This is 

proved by the mere utterance of names like those of the Hellenic 

republics and the Kepublic of Kome. Likewise in the Middle Ages. 
The cities of the League of Lombardy, the Hanseatic cities of? 

Germany, the Hispanian municipalities, the Helvetic cantons, the 
Dutch Kepublic, and as a general rule all the relatively free cities 
of that marvelous period, have brought to humanity its most pre 
cious riches, its most glorious titles. The mariner's compass, faith 
ful to one fixed point throughout the long and tempest-tossed voy 
age of the navigator, was poised between two indefinite deeps. 
The art of printing which saved from oblivion the works of the in 

tellect and placed its thoughts within reach of the multitude ; the 

bill of exchange which so prodigiously facilitated commerce and 

augmented the circulation of products ; the historic and artistic 

Eenaissance which resuscitated the perfect Greek statue and 

brought back a spiritual glory to modern painting, embellishing 
the diadem which humanity wears, sovereign-like, over all the in 

ferior beings of earth ; the religious, intellectual, and moral educa 
tion of those pilgrims destined to prepare the New World for the 

Eebublic and for liberty?all these sublime achievements bring to 

mind that swarm of republican or municipal towns, Amalfi, Flor 
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ence, Strasburg, Pisa, Genoa, Toledo, Geneva, Neufchatel, the 

remembrance of which is like a star of divine inspiration on our 

brow, and to be cherished like the sacred fire of science upon our 

hearthstone. 

Three chief elements have gone to constitute modern Europe 
?ancient Rome, the Catholic Church, the barbaric invasions. 

Every people owes its primary education in some measure to vari 
ous institutions which it preserves and perpetuates, even when 

they embarrass and handicap the further development of this edu 
cation. This has happened with regard to the three component 
factors of European civilization, the Roman, the Ecclesiastical, 
and the Barbarian, which have endured and continued far beyond 
the necessary and the useful, because they once served to initiate 

Europe into the modern culture. These three elements will 
sooner or later prove themselves wholly contrary to true democ 

racy. The Roman element, notwithstanding its splendor, brought 
us, with the Empire, a terrible and absurd form of monarchy. 
The Germanic element, notwithstanding its individualism, brought 
us the iron nobility of feudalism with its castes and strifes. The 

ecclesiastical element, the most republican and democratic of all, 

this, with its absolute authority, brought us an intellectual and 

moral submission irreconcilable with all human rights. It is nec 

essary to measure the grandeur of these three colossal forces : A 

monarchy which could lift itself up as the natural head of all politi 
cal organizations in the popular superstition ; an ecclesiasticism 

which?in both its Byzantine and Roman form?believed itself the 

depository of all the wisdom transmitted from heaven, of all the 

morality necessary to regulate life, and of all the secrets which 

exorcise death and dispense immortality ; a feudalism sown in the 

seed by the Germanic races and afterwards definitively brought to 

fruit by the Norman irruption at the beginning of the ninth cen 

tury ; a feudalism which recognized force as its only law, and gave 
the palm and the crown always to the strong. We must study 
these well-nigh incommensurable forces, and estimate their stature 

and their prestige in order to comprehend the vigor of a democracy 
which has been able to smite them down and to set upon the enor 

mous ruins of their altars, their shrines, their temples, their pal 
aces, the prodigious growth of its own new edifice. 

Truly the development of democracy in our modern Europe 

may be compared, in the time and forces employed, to a geological 
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evolution. From the fifth century of the barbarian irruptions, 
when our whole planet seemed completely unhinged and disor 

dered, until the century that completed the millennium of their 
tenure of the land, and the Last Judgment seemed at hand, theoc 

racy and feudalism divided our soil. From the Crusades, when the 
idea of equality among men first began to be practically seen upon 
the level deserts of Asia, after having been preached with futility by 
the Christian religion ; from the Crusades until the Eeformation 
and the Kenaissance, when liberty of conscience and reason awoke 
from sleep ; and from the Eeformation and the Renaissance until 
the revolutions amid which the modern nations were founded 
and progressive democracy prevailed, what labor and what effort ! 

What a series of sacrifices consummated by the martyrs of thought 
and by the heroes of progress, for the sake of rooting up those 
three colossal privileges, guarded by the nobility, the monarchy, 
and the church! Human right consecrating the freest faculties, 

opening the infinite for its expansion, organizing human societies 
so that they could be joined to immortal principles of justice, and 

calling all citizens to a universal coparticipation in the govern 
ment ! It was necessary for the metaphysical sciences to lay aside 
their scholastic formula to which the secular religious authority 
clung ; for the physico-mathematical sciences to burst the crystal 
vault, the pneumatic structure, beneath which, motionless, like a 

sepulchral stone, lay this earth, fco-day launched by the astrono 
mers into the cerulean ether and eternal motion ; for the arts to 
come forth out of the sanctuary and the liturgies which held them 

enshrouded, like those Byzantine and hieratic figures, rigid as 

corpses, sepultured by theocracy over its changeless altars? 

corpses now resuscitated and infused with a living and divine 

spirit by the inspiration of the great artists and the oracular 

poets ; for the Reformation to deliver the sacred books to the 

people and to make every man a priest able to receive upon his 
brow the flames of the Holy Spirit and the ideas of the Divine 

Word ; for industry with her forces to arm our hands with the 
thunderbolt?all these were necessary for the establishment of 
these great democracies which sum up and complete the social 

creation, just as the human species, following after so many in 
ferior species, sums up and completes the whole terrestrial creation. 

Democracy has such virtue that it has created not only the in 
dividual being called the citizen, but also the collective being 
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called the nation. Before democracy attained to public life there 
were states, empires, monarchies, but not nationalities. And so 

among all peoples the democratic movement is united to the na 

tional movement. Switzerland constitutes the republican cantons 

against Austria and her tyrant dukes ; Holland, her Calvinist re 

public against Philip II. and his formidable generals ; England, 
her first republic and her great antimonarchical revolution against 
Eichelieu and Louis XIV., the natural protectors of the Stuarts ; 

America, her republics in open and decisive combat against the 

respective mother countries; France, her gigantic and never-to 

be-forgotten struggle against the coalition of all the kings ; Spain, 
her war of independence ; Greece, her quarrels with the Turks ; 

Italy, her strife with the Austrian ; Sweden and Norway, com 

bating at once the Eussian and the German influence ; Hungary, 
obtaining by treaty her autonomie government from the enormous 

empire which enslaved her?indeed, the sum of all individual 
liberties will bring about sometime and to every place the indis 

pensable national liberty which completes and perfects them. 

Therefore in Europe the democratic movement cannot be sep 
arated from the national movement. And this explains the 

necessity felt by all democracies for constituting themselves 
nations first of all, and also the reason of the inconsistency un 

fortunately committed by some democratic peoples in adopting 
the form of government denominated monarchy, in itself incom 

patible with all democracy. When they have obtained their life 
and their rights after an obstinate struggle, they find themselves 

obliged, by forces over which they have no control, to adopt a 

military organization such as the monarchy or the empire ; that 
is to say, having to placate European diplomacy and to ingratiate 
themselves with the great powers, they accept the political organ 
ization best suited t? the exigencies or impositions of their pro 
tectors. Various recent examples demonstrate the mathematical 
truth of our observation. If there ever were peoples democratic 

by nature and tradition, surely they were the Italians and the 
Greeks. The republic in both has produced?not, as in Spain, or 

France, or Germany, a great reflex aspiration of superior minds, 
and a great instinctive aspiration of the liberal multitude, but? 
the most glorious and most vivid recollection and the brightest 
page of their history. Wherever we look in time and space we 

find Italians and Greeks?in the shades of their heroes, in the 
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ruins of their monuments, in the chants of their literatures, and 
in the genius of their republics. And yet Italy has adopted the 

monarchical form, and, among its representatives, a union indis 

pensable for sustaining itself on the field of battle ; and Greece has 
found herself constrained, much against her will, to ask a monarch 
of the boreal regions of Europe, because without the monarchical 
form she could never have placated European diplomacy. Here 
we have the reason of the incredible inconsistency of which some 

democracies are guilty in submitting to or adopting the monarchi 
cal government. 

It cannot be denied that, for temporal and spacial realization, 
any ideal must be reduced to narrow limits, like all things else 
that are to be molded to the living and imperfect reality. For 
this chief reason the European democracies are divided into pure 
and mixed. Pure democracies are those which obey the three 

prime democratic principles, viz. : 1st, the principle of individual 

rights ; 2d, the principle of popular sovereignty ; 3d, the prin 
ciple of universal suffrage?incorporated in their most natural 
and appropriate form, the republican. In the light of this 
true and concise definition it will be observed that there are 

only two pure democracies in Europe, the Swiss and the French. 

In other nations democracy has had to accommodate itself to 

the last remnants of ancient societies, personified by the respective 
monarchies, and with the last political privileges entailed upon 
either the decadent aristocracy or the preponderating middle 

classes. England, Spain, Portugal, and Italy are mixed democ 

racies, and so are all the other monarchico-parliamentary nations 

where democracy has to adjust itself to the conditions offered by 
the nobility and the middle classes, as in the English monarchy, 
or by the middle classes alone, as in the Latin monarchies. Some 

times democracy adopts the imperial form, or, rather, submits 

itself to a dictatorship more or less apt to be lifelong and heredi 

tary, such as France adopted yesterday under the Bonapartes, and 

to-day Germany under the Brandenburgs. By the complications 
of their parties the French made it impossible to govern them 

selves like a republic ; and so they preferred to establish an empire 
which maintained universal suffrage and assumed a certain popular 

aspect pleasing to a people of democratic tendencies, rather than 

to retrocede to a monarchy which represented only the privileges 
of the middle classes. Almost the same thing is happening to-day 
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in Germany. The German democracy made a supreme effort in 

1848.to found, on its own principles, that unity which is the soul 

of a nation. But more lately, convinced, like Italy, that it was 

necessary to confide this work to a monarchical power strong 
enough to cope with the intrigues of diplomatists and to win the 

victory in a contest of war, she elected the King of Prussia, that 
most intrinsically German of all the German territories, on the 
throne of which the Eef ormation was represented by the Elector 
of Brandenburg, and philosophy by Frederick the Great. But as 

the Germanic races, though more individual, are less democratic 
than the Latin races, the national party of Germany unfortunately 
adopted the imperial form of government, the reverse of the 
national party of Italy, which adopted a progressive parliamentary 
form. Such is the condition of democracy in Europe?the democ 

racy that rules in all our states, more or less pure, or mixed with 
this or that institution alien to its nature and traditions, except in 
two only, Eussia and Turkey. 

In less than a century we have progressed from absolutism 
which denied the sovereignty of the nation, to mixed democracies 
which allow a certain degree of national right to men, and a more 
or less extensive or restricted participation by the citizens in the 

government. If in less than a century our political forms have 
been evolved from pure monarchies to mixed democracies, then in 
less than another century we shall pass from mixed democracies to 

pure democracies. A series of revolutions, linked together as 

though planned by a single mind and wrought out by a single 
will, explains this gradual emancipation, which has had to depose 
feudalism, theocracy, and monarchy in order to found over their 

portentous debris the perfect fullness of its rights. 
Each great cycle of history traversed by civilization has eman 

cipated some one human faculty or power. The discoveries of the 

pilots and navigators in America and Asia emancipated nature, 
so to speak, burst the narrow limits which bound the ancient insti 

tutions, and provided unknown lands for the sowing of the new 
ideas. As exploration widened the horizon and transformed 

nature, which is the spirit's organism, even so the Eenaissance 

gave new life to the sensibilities and the imagination ; that is to 

say, the purely aesthetic faculties of our spirit. The Eeformation, 
in its turn, emancipated man's moral faculties, especially the con 
science. Following the emancipation of the conscience, which 
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converted every soul into a temple, came the triumph of phi 

losophy, which banished scholastic formula and unshackled reason, 
of all man's faculties the chief, and, in truth, superhuman or 

divine. Sensibilities, conscience, reason, and all the powers of the 
intellect at last unfettered, one more faculty remained to be set 

free, that which completes and realizes all the rest, that which 
most strongly urges them to action, that which we call the will. 
To accomplish the emancipation of the will of the people, all 

Christendom was overwhelmed with revolutions. Many of these 
were frustrated, like the revolution of the peasants in Germany, of 

the Comuneros in Spain, of the Fronde in France ; but many 
others triumphed and prevailed, creating the popular will, that 

organ indispensable to democracy. The first modern revolution 
was the Dutch, which expelled the traditional Burgundian dynasty 
from their narrow but wonderful little district. The second revo 

lution was the British, which overthrew the Stuarts and laid the 

foundations of parliamentary regimen in Europe. The third was 

the great American Eevolution, which startled the Old World 

with the remarkable spectacle of its trilogy of personal liberty, a 

pacific democracy, and a stable republic. The revolution which 

condensed all these ideas, and which may be called the motor of 

universal democracy in Europe, was the French Eevolution, whose 

crests rose to the heights of Sinai and Calvary, the typical mounts 

of revelation. 

With all these antecedents, with all these efforts, it would be 

strange indeed if democracy failed to succeed in Europe. Our old 

continent is not by nature so prepared for the evolution of 

progressive democracy as the new continent. The ancient insti 

tutions, many of them crumbling, others almost destroyed, have 

vitality enough still to hinder and sometimes to check its progress. 
But let us note the fact that all reactions have a transitory char 

acter, and that all revolutions begin by establishing themselves 

uneasily, and end by taking vigorous root. Europe has seen three 

reactions during the nineteenth century : the Brumaire, or the first 

Napoleonic reaction ; the reaction of 1815, or the Holy Alliance ; 
and lastly, that of 1850. And yet, though each appeared so strong 
and prevailed for so long a time, they could not stop the movement 

of democracy toward its emancipation. Bonaparte dragged the 

body of the republic, hung, as it were, to the tail of his apocalyptic 
horse, and endeavored to revive the Empire and the Pontificate ? 
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la Charlemagne ; but he only revived the revolution of Mirabeau 
and of Robespierre, and carried, on the points of his bayonets, 
throughout all Europe, the very ideas he sought to destroy. Out 
of the Napoleonic wars were born the constitutions of Germany, 
Spain, Portugal, and Italy, natural consequences of the revolution 
which was thought to be extinguished. So in 1815, the Holy 
Alliance in its pride again sealed the sepulcher of the people, and 

again set up the dominion of despots. But within five years the 

Spanish Revolution of 1820, then the Hellenic uprisings, and the 

repeated proclamation of our code of 1812 away over in Sardinia 
and Sicily, disconcerted the Bourbon reaction in France and again 
brought forth the development of democracy in Europe. When 
the restored Bourbons thought they had finally settled their peace 

with the hated intervention of European powers, assured their own 

perpetuity by the birth of an unexpected heir, and magnified their 

glory by the seizure of Algiers, then the revolution of 1830 over 

whelmed them, emancipated France anew, and brought Belgium 
into the concert of free nationalities. This revived and consol 
idated constitutional institutions in the whole of Western Europe. 

The result of this movement was to bring about the rather pre 
mature democratic revolution of 1848, which, having anticipated its 

proper season, and the ripeness of the times, was nipped in the 

bud by the cold of the new Napoleonic reaction of 1850 and others 

which accompanied it. Yet it finally sprang up again, ten years 
later, in Italy. The republican restoration then and there begun 

was stimulated and established by the great Spanish movement 

just after the year 1868. It was a saving movement in every sense, 
and was crowned with victory, all the way from the nationalization 
of Hungary and some other peoples even to the triumph of the 

republic in France, the liberal rule in Austria, and unity in Rome 
and Germany. 

The wind of revolution which sprang up on the banks of the 
Seine at the beginning of the century tore from the heads of Eu 

ropean kings their crowns of divine right, as the wind of revolution 
which sprang up shortly before on the sacred shores of the Poto 
mac scattered the American republics over an entire continent. 
And so the revolution of 1848, unrecognized in its beginnings, 
founded mixed monarchies in place of pure ones, and converted 

mixed democracies into pure democracies, repelling the factors of 

reaction and impelling the factors of progress. 
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A revelation of the human spirit had flashed like the lightning 
out of heaven without having been able to attain unto the peren 
nial light of day in history. The bewildering rapidity of the change, 
and the sudden reverses succeeding to that change, served to fix 

the belief that the former had been a sterile and fleeting storm 

rather than a regenerating and fecundating shower. The deliber 

ately and openly achieved death of the second French Republic, in 

which we all had placed such hope ; the rupture of the advanced 

parties of Madrid, staining its streets once more with liberal blood ; 
the exodus of German democrats to the four quarters of the earth, 
to wander in bitterness of spirit on the shores of strange rivers ; 
the disappearance of those glorious visions of Mazzini in Rome, 
Guerazzi in Florence, Manini in Venice, Poerio in Sicily, and 

Garibaldi in all Italy ; the predomination of the Cossacks over the 

but newly emancipated cities of the Danube, and of the Croatians 
over the cities newborn on the lagunes of St. Mark ; the dark and 
terrible day of Novara, the sharp reports of the musketry at Vienna ; 
the re-establishment of theocratic power in the Rome of the trib 

unes?all these partial eclipses of the progressive ideas seemed, 
in the world's eyes, to presage the eternal and lugubrious night of 

universal reaction. But before one decade of this reaction had 

passed, the problems put forth by the vanquished revolution be 

gan to awaken in every conscience. Italy initiates the movement 
in 1859?Italy, the sybil of poetry and history. The victory over 

the Austrians on the plains of Lombardy, and Garibaldi's triumph 
on Sicilian waters, roused a national activity sufficiently powerful 
to redeem the whole peninsula, short of Venice, walled in by diplo 

matic superstitions, and Rome equally walled in by religious super 
stitions. The protest of Prussia, it is said, checked the French 

and Italian armies, or, rather, the revolutionary armies on the fields 
of Solferino, thus leaving the work of redemption incomplete? 

undoubtedly because Prussia did not know that Providence had 

assigned to her the great destiny of completing it. So it hap 

pened that as the sword and scepter of Savoy were the instrument 

of the revolution and of the unity of Italy, the sword and the 

scepter of the Brandenburgs were the instrument of the revolution 

and of the unity of Germany. The policy of Metternich, outliv 

ing that great abettor of European revolution, was overthrown on 

the field of Sadowa. The Christian peoples of the Balkans, living 
under a hated oppression, were filled with hope. Hungary, so long 
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martyred by the Hapsburgs, those jailers of the people, and by 
the Eomanoffs, those miserable executioners of Austria's revenge 

?Hungary constituted herself a free nationality. The sergeants 
of the German reaction, the Kings of Hanover, Wurtemburg, Sax 

ony, and Bavaria, like the Grand-Dukes of Modena, Parma, and 

Tuscany, were violently dethroned or attached with their broken 

armies to the triumphal car of Prussia. And as the German 

movement followed after that of Italy, it in turn was followed by 
that of Spain, which was like the former in fighting to achieve 

the great aims of 1848, viz. : the dethronement of the Bourbons. 

Yet it differed from them in proceeding from the people spon 

taneously, moved by its own will and conscience, instead of 

from powers and governments already organized. The Spanish 
Eevolution gave such sovereign impetus to European opinion 
that Napoleon III. in France endeavored to check it by an ex 

tension of liberty, and by acceding to the presence of Emile Ollivier 

in his parliament of usurpation. Seeing that liberty grew and 

turned against him, he sallied forth to a war where he lost the 

crown which, as the nail of servitude, he had fastened upon 

France, thus leaving place and opportunity for the third repub 
lic to be definitely founded. This providential appearance of a 

pure democracy coincided with the rupture and overthrow of theo 

cratic power in Eome. The extravagancies of demagogic commu 

nists, and the reactionary confederation of monarchs, have tried in 

vain to dishonor or to overwhelm the republic ; but the prudence of 

the republicans has saved it. Not so in Spain, where the first repub 
lic was frustrated ; but the restoration everywhere demonstrates, as 

it did in those already frustrated, that the x in our political prob 
lem will be determined in the final triumph of democracy and the 

speedy establishment of a living republic. Meanwhile from one 

end to the other of this new Europe blows the air of hope. Serf 

dom in Eussia is no more. The great aspirations of Poland are 

not extinguished, though tyrants have buried her body alive and 

set her spirit like an extinct star in the Pantheon of a dead epoch. 
Greece has grown strong and democratic in proportion to the 

growth of her fundamental institutions. Servia, Montenegro, 
Eoumania, and Eoumelia, have become nations. The Turkish 

Empire and the Eussian Empire will shortly dissappear, one by 
force of internal revolutions, the other by force of European war. 

Germany will become parliamentary and liberal as soon as the 
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imperial and Caesar-like prestige dissappears with those who now 
wear it. Belgium and Holland approach daily nearer to pure de 
mocracies. The Helvetic republics, on their Alpine heights, will 

grow in vigor as a lesson and an example to all. Italy, constituted 
a progressive nation, and France a democratic republic, will prove 
to be necessary organs of universal progress. In virtue of the 
electoral reforms lately promulgated, a great democracy will take 
the place of the English aristocracy. A confederation of free 

peoples will advantageously supplant the monstrous Austrian Em 

pire. And before our century is ended, the great revolutions of 
America and France will have given all their fruits to Christianity, 
founding glorious amphictyons of free peoples and nations in the 
Old World as well as in the New. 

My calm faith in universal progress inspires these well-founded 

hopes. It matters not that monarchies still survive on the shores 
of our revolutions. These monstrosities came forth from the thick, 

dread, lower atmosphere, and cannot breathe long in another, 

purer, more bracing air. They resemble, as they pass from the 

ancient superstitions to modern rationalism, from an absolute to a 

parliamentary character, those monsters of the deep so terrible and 

devastating in the waters, which, raised to an atmosphere that 

they cannot respire, lose first their strength and then life itself. 

Monarchical faith still shines, but only like those distant stars 

which the astronomers tell us are apparent to our retina long after 

they have become extinct and all trace of them in the heavens is 
lost. The final triumph of universal democracy is already as 

fully assured as if its blazing track in the pathway of history had 

already swept into full possession of the hopes, sympathies, and in 

stitutions of the nations. 
Emilio Castelar. 
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